Maths


Multiplying numbers using the formal written layout



Division



Comparing decimals



Reading the time on analogue and digital clocks, focusing on being precise to one minute



Identifying acute and obtuse angles



Reading and writing coordinates in the first quadrant

PE




Art and Design

Gymnastics/Dance- Developing flexibility strength technique
control balance &communication, perform dances using simple
movement patterns, agility, balance, coordination, jumping skills
and development.
Games- Attacking and Defending, play competitive games
modified where appropriate (Hockey)

Every Monday, we will be partaking in a mixture of different
activities, to promote independence within the children.



We will there move on to P4C, where the children will learn how to

In Art, we are looking at drawing broken buildings, by learning about great artists, architects and designers in history.



We will also be looking at designers in history in the context of Michelangelo, Salvador
Dali and Le Corbruiser. This will improve our painting skills.



Finally, we will be drawing portraits with rubbers.

Music

Preston Curriculum






Understanding pitched musical notation through recorders and
vocal ensemble.

English


RE

Pupils to explore, learn about and complete work on writing instructions on
how to build a marshmallow Eiffel Tower, creating persuasive adverts about
a European country of their choice, and writing persuading letters why they
should be allowed to explore a country in Europe.



The children will then move on to Fairy Tales, exploring the different ones
created in Europe. They will be looking at play scripts of these fairy tales,
focusing on their performance and ability to read loud with meaning and
connotation.



Finally, they will be given the opportunity to write an alternate ending to one
of the well know fairy tales.

Spring Topic Year 4



Places of worship What is a church and why is it important?

Europe



Festivals/beliefs and practices Why is Easter important to
Christians?

French


Likes, dislikes, numbers from 21 to
39 and toys.

Science


Living things and their habitats, including grouping animals, identifying different
types of animals and the dangers faced by living things in a changing environment.

History


A study of historic European artists, architects and painters

Geography

Computing



Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe





Identify human and physical characteristics, key topographical features
(including hills, mountains, coasts and rivers), and land-use patterns

This term, the children will be looking at data handling in regards to
collect data, storing it on a paper based and electronically.



They will then move on to models and stimuluses where the children
will be creating spreadsheets.



Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of
human and physical geography of a region in a European country



Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate
countries and describe features studied

